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" CHARACTERIZATIONANDREACTIONBEHAVIOROF FERROCYANIDESIMULANTSAND
HANFORDSITE HIGH-LEVELFERROCYANIDEWASTE

David W. Jeppson and Brett C. Simpson
Westinghouse Hanford Company

. ABSTRACT

Nonradioactive waste stmulants and initial ferrocyantde tank waste
. samples were characterized to assess potential safety concerns associated with

ferrocyanide high-level radioactive waste stored at the Hanford Site in
underground single-shell tanks (SSTs). The stmulants were prepared to
represent wastes added to the tanks during the 1950s. Chemical, physical,
thermodynamic, and reaction properties of the waste simulants were determined
and compared to properties of initial samples of actual ferrocyanide wastes
presently in the tanks. The stmulants, "as-prepared," were shownto not
support propagating reactions when subjected to a strong ignition source. The
stmulant with the greatest ferrocyantde concentration was shown to not support
a propagating reaction that would involve surrounding waste because of its
high water content. Evaluation of drted stmulants indicated a concentration
limit of about 14 wt% dtsodium mononickel ferrocyanide, below which
propagating reactions could not occur in the ambient temperature bulk tank
waste. For postulated localized hot spots where dried waste is postulated to
be at an initial temperature of 130 °C, a concentration limit of about 13 wt%
disodium mononickel ferrocyanlde was determined, below which propagating
reactions could not occur.

Analyses of initial samples of the presently stored ferrocyanlde waste
indicate that the waste tank ferrocyantde concentrations are considerably
lower than the limit for propagation for dry waste and that the water content
is near that of the as-prepared simulants. The remaining tanks are being
sampled and analyzed for evaluation on an individual tank basis. If the
initial trend continues, it wtll be possible to show that runaway ferrocyanide
reactions are not possible under present tank conditions. The lower
ferrocyanide concentrations in actual tank waste may be due to tank waste
mixing and/or degradation from radtolysis and/or hydrolysis, which may have
occurred over approximately 35 years of storage.

Ferrocyanide waste presently in Hanford Site underground storage tanks
has recently been classified as "safe" [NazNiFe(CN)6 concentration of _8 wt%]
or "conditionally safe" [water is present at _0 to 24 wt%° when Na_NiFe(CN)6
is present at >8 wt%; and the waste temperature is _90 °C].(1) Additional
tank waste sampling to identify existing ferrocyanide concentrations, water
content, and potential chemical reaction energy release on heating are

. continuing. Moisture retention studies with simulants to resolve outstanding
safety concerns associated with postulated dryout are continuing. Results of
these ongoing activities will be used to evaluate the likely possibility that
all ferrocyanide waste will be categorized as "safe."e

"Free-watercontent. The moisture criterion increaseslinearly from
0 wt% at 8 wt% fuel to 24 wt% at 26 wt% fuel.
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INTRODUCTIONANDBACKGROUND

A large quantity of sodium (and somepotassium) ferrocyanide [about
140 metric tons of Fe(CN)6"4] was used at the Hanford Site in the 1950s to
remove radioactive cesium, strontium, and cobalt from liquid and slurry
wastes. Most of this ferrocyanide formed insoluble metal complexes, which

. were precipitatedin undergroundstorage tanks (750,O00-galSSTs) as sludge
mixtures combined with nitrate/nltriteoxidants and inert diluents.
A schematicof a typical $ST and stored waste is shown in Figure I. The

. decontaminatedsupernatantsfrom this scavenging processwere discharged to
soil columns to minimize SST tank storage space requirem_mts. Using
historicalprocess records, 18 tanks at the Hanford Site were determined to
have received 1,000 g moles or more of ferrocyanide(mostlyas disodium
mononickel ferrocyanide).

Pure, near stoichiomet_icmixtures of ferrocyanidesalts and nitrate/
nitrite oxidants can explode under specificconditions of (I) externally
heating to high temperatures (above250 °C)_or (2) by an electrical spark of
sufficient energy to ignite a dry mixture.{z} The potential for rapid,
uncontrolledchemical reactionsof impure mixtures of ferrocyanideand
nitrate/nitriteas formed in the ferrocyanidewaste tanks was not known. In
October 1990, the hazard posed by potentialexothermic reactions between
ferrocyanidesand oxidizers in this high-levelwaste was declared an
unreviewed safety question (USQ).(3} With this declaration,activitieswith
the ferrocyanidewaste tanks, such as tank waste sampling,have been highly
restricted. It became necessary to use representativesimu]antsalong with
limited tank waste sampling to help assess safety concerns of the ferrocyanide
waste. The work reported herein is directed toward supporting closure of the
ferrocyanideUSQ and resolvingthe safety issue associatedwith the Hanford
Site ferrocyanidewaste tanks.

SIHULANT$REPRESENTINGAS-PREPAREDHANFORDSITE WASTE

Ferrocyantde Waste Types

Simulants were prepared to represent the various Hanford Site
ferrocyanide wastes formed in the SSTs. The flowsheets used to produce these
waste types are termed U Plant, T Plant, and In Farm.(4) Scavenging
treatments varied as functions of feed composition, process development, and
chemicals available for treatment at a given time. Two variations each of the
U Plant and In Farm simulants were prepared to represent waste that had the
greatest ferrocyanide concentration (U Plant 2 and In Farm 1) and waste that
would have a more typical ferrocyanide concentration (U Plant 1 and In Farm
2). Sodium ferrocyanide (potassium ferrocyanide for initial U Plant batches)

• was added to the waste along with equimolar quantities of nickel sulfate to
scavenge l_Cs and 9°Sr. Calcium nitrate (strontium nitrate for most U Plant
batches) was added to the waste when enhanced strontium scavenging was needed.
Sodium _ulfide was added to some of the In Farm wastes with near equimolar

" quantities of nickel sulfate to enhance the scavenging of radioactive cobalt
from the waste on an as-needed basis. Calcium nitrate, when added to the
waste, would form an inert diluent, such as insolublecalcium sulfate or
phosphate. Sodium sulfide reacts with the nickel sulfate, also added to the
waste to form insolublenickel sulfide,which is a fuel in the presence of an
oxidant. The fractionsof ferrocyanideused and the scavengingtreatments
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used at the Hanford Site are listed in Table 1 along with the representative
simulants. The variations not represented directly by a simulant were
expected to be less reactive than one or both of the simulants for that waste
type.

• Table 1. ScavengingTreatments Usedand Representative
Simulants of Hanford Waste.

.............. i l lm

" Representative Chemicals added for scavengingtreatment
percentage of .......

Simulant total Hanford Sodiumsulfide Calcium or
ferrocyanide Ferrocyanide for strontium

used for Cs (H) Coa (H) nitrate for'Srb (H)
, m i _mm i iml u

U P1ant 66
U Plant 1 46 0.0025 None 0.004 Sr
U Plant 2 10 0.005 None None
..... 10 0.005 None 0.016 Ca

i i

IT Plant ...... 8 0.0'05 None None
ml i,ii

In Farm 26
In Farm1 1 0.0075 0.003 None
..... 2 0.0075 0.003 0.01 Ca
..... 1 O.005 O.003 None
..... 2 0.005 None None
..... 5 0.005 0.0025-0.006 0.01 Ca
In Farm 2 12 0.005 None 0.01 Ca
..... 1 O.005 0.003 O.02 Ca
..... 1 0.005 None 0.03 Ca
..... 1 0.0025 None None
..... 0 None 0.003-0.0045 O.02 Ca

, .....

aNaSwas adde_lwith nickel sulfate for batches indicated to aid in
precipitation of _Co and CoS.

WSr(NO3)zor Ca(NO_)z was addedas indicated to aid in precipitation of
"_Sr as SrSO4.

Threemain adjustmentsfrom the actualprocessesused in the 1950swere
made in preparingsimulantsthoughtto more nearlyrepresentferrocyanide

. wastestoredin SSTs todayand to providesimulantsthat were not radioactive.

• The solutionconcentrations(exceptU PlantI) were adjustedto
includenitriteat a 1:3 mole ratioof nitrite/nitrateto account

" for nitritebuildupover time in the wastesby radiolysisof
nitrate. Nitriteismore exothermicwhen reactingwith ferrocyanide
than nitrate,and the mixtureis expectedto reactat a lower
temperature.
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• The radioactive isotopes in actual tank waste were not included in
the simulant becauseof the difficulty in working with radioactive
materi al s.

• The settled waste simulants from the laboratory scavenging process
were centrifuged at a force of 2,500 g to mimic an equivalent
30 gravity-yearsettlingperiod.

Physi ca1 Propert tes

Physical property measurementswere madeon the ferrocyanide simulants
prepared. The slmulant volume fraction produced, stmulant density, simulant
permeability, and supernatant density are listed in Table 2.

Table2. PhysicalPropertiesof FerrocyanideSimulants
and TheirSupernatants.

... i i ii ,i, ii i , ii. mm

Fractionof Simulant
Supernatant simulantper Permeability

Simulant density volumeof feed density (cm/s)
(g/cm') solution (g/cm*)

,i ii i ii i in ,i i|m

U Plant 1 1.21 0.036 1.40 5.6 x 10"6

U Plant 2 1.21 0.043 1.27 ....

T Plant 1.13 0.038 1.35 ....

In Farm 1 1.33 0.013 1.49 ....

In Farm2 1.27 0.010 1.39 4.0 x 10"7
........

Chemica1 Compositi on

The chemicalcompositionof the simulantsare listedin Table3 on a
dry-weightbasis. Most of the simulantswere dividedintoa top and bottom
fractionby colordifference,and eachfractionwas analyzedseparately.The
volumefractionof top-fractionmaterialis listedin the tableheading,and
the bottomfractionconsistsof the remainingmaterial. It shouldbe noted
that thereis sufficientoxidant(nitrate/nitrite)presentin all simulantsto
reactwith all of the cyanidepresentin the respectivesimulant. The In Farm
I simulantalsocontainsa smallamountof sulfidefuel. A smallquantityof
cesiumwas addedto the in Farm simulantsto supportaerosolreleasetestson

• thesesimulants To convertthe reportedcyanideanalysisto Na2NiFe(CN)6,
multiplythe cyanideanalysisby 2.03. The free-watercontentof the
as-prepared(centrifuged)simulantsis also reportedat the bottomof Table3.

8

Boundwater(waterremainingin the driedsimulantafterheatingto 60 °C
undervacuumfor 18 hours)held in the driedwasteas adsorbedand as hydrated
waterwas quantifiedto be about4.6molesof waterper mole of ferrocyanide.
This boundwatercontentof driedsimulantswas determinedby conducting
simultaneousdifferentialscanningcalorimeter(DSC),thermogravimetric
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Table 3. Chemical Compositionof Simulants.
, , i i,, ,

Stmulant and s|mulant fraction

U Plant2 T Plant In Farm I In Farm2
Analyte U PlantI top (50%) top (90%) top (40%) top (50%)

bottom bottom bottom bottom
iiii i ii iii ii i ii

Composition,wt% on dry weightbasis
ii i iii iii ii iii ii

2" 3 5.8 5.6
- Boundwater 1.2" 2.5 1" 5.4 5.9a

37.0 19.3 29.1 27.1
Nitrate 49 33.0 3.89 29.0 24.7

i i. m.,

8.02 4.76 8.21 7.26
Nitrite .... 7.29 0.91 7.58 6.28

,i ,,..=, , . ,=. ii, i

4.8 1.65b 3.3 2.4
Sulfate 5.5 4.4 0.45b 3.3 2.3

8.o 18.4° lod 5.8
Phosphate 3.1 8.9 27.6c 10d 7.6

,,,, .,,, .n ii ,, . ii . .

3.1 4.33 9.0 9.1
Cyanide 2.3 4.1 O.795 12.6 11.1

........ 0.6 • ....
Sulfide .... ........ 1.3e ....

23 19 17 22
Sodium 31.4 21 3.5 16.6 20

iii ii i m im .... m iii i ii i i m i

6 9.8 3.5 3.8
Iron 7.6 7 2.3 4.9 4.0

i ii i ill mm{ _ im . imll i

1.4 1.95 5.0 4.1
Nickel 0.87 1.8 0.36 6.8 4.5

, , , m i .,, , ,,,

.... O.100 O.30 O.46
Cesium .... .... 0.0125 0.42 0.50

u,, I I'" I' " I ,,m'

7 17 7o 8.5 12.4Other inerts 8.4 11 591_f 2.4 13.1
I IIII IIII I' ' '" I I II

67 69 51 52
Freewater 66 64 45 - 48 50

• ,., | i ,,,.,. ..

eEstimatedbasedupon ferrocyanidecontent(4.6mole waterper mole of
" ferrocyanide).

"Calculatedfrom inductivelycoupledplasma(ICP)and X-ray
fluorescence(XRF)sulfuranalysisassumingall sulfuris sulfate.

• CCalculatedfrom ICP and XRF phosphorusanalysisassumingall phosphorus
is phosphate.

"Adjustedvaluesfrom analysisto make materialbalance.
"Calculatedfrom feedmake up.
_Bismuthis 39 wt%.
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analysis (TGA), and mass spectrometryon released gases. This bound water is
importantto safety becauseendotherms associatedwith its loss at higher
temperaturescan play a role in preventingpropagatingreactions in dried
ferrocyanidewaste.

These analytical results indicatethat the In Farm simulantscontained
. the greatest concentrationof cyanidewith the In Farm I bottom fraction

containingthe most [12.6 wt% CN or 25.6 wt% Na2NiFe(CN)6]and a small amount
of sulfide fuel (1.3 wt%). The In Farm simulantscontained about 50 wt% free
water and significantbound water. The residualmass consisted of nitrate/

" nitrite oxidant and inert solid diluents.

REACTIONPROPERTIESOF AS-PREPAREDSIMULANTS

No propagating reactions occurred for the as-prepared simulants even when
subjected to a strong ignition source (heating to greater than 1,200 °C). The
reaction of the ferrocyanide and oxidant present in the as-prepared simulants
was insufficient to provide the necessary heat to overcome the heat of
vaporization of the water present in the simulants and sustain a reaction.

REACTIONPROPERTIESOF DRIED IN FARMSIRULANTS

Reaction tests were conducted with dried In Farm 1, bottom-fraction
simulant to determine propagation rates, energy releases, reaction products
formed, and aerosol production for the disodlum mononickel ferrocyanide
reaction with nitrate/nitrite oxidant in a waste matrix. Dried In Farm 1,
bottom-fraction simulant was tested because it had the highest ferrocyanide
concentration [25.6 wt% Na2NiFe(CN)6] of all the simulants prepared and was
most likely to react _o completion. Parametric tests were conducted as
functions of ferroc ,nide concentration, initial test temperature, initial
test pressure, water concentration, geometry, and density. Tests were
conducted by igniting a vertical test cylinder of prepared simulant at the top
open end in a containment vessel in an argon atmosphere. The rate of
propagation was measured by monitorina the temperature responses of imbedded
thermocouples as a function of time. (_6) A typical propagation rate test
configurationused is shown in Figure 2.

Dependence on Ferrocyanide, Water, and Solid Diluent Content

Adiabatic calorimeter and propagation test results are shown in Figure 3
to illustrate the effects of water, solid diluents, and ferrocyanide
concentration on propagation limits of dried ambient temperature (initial
temperature 25 to 30 °C) waste. These results indicate that propagating
reactions will not occur for dry waste concentrations of 14 wt% Na2NiFe(CN)6
or less. These results also indicate that for the most concentrated dri ed

" ferrocyanide simulant [25.6 wt% Na2NiFe(CN)6] that a water content of 12 wt%
or greater is sufficientto prevent a propagatingreaction from occurring to
involve surroundingwaste. Propagationtests conductedat an initial

• temperatureof 130 °C (resultsnot shown in Figure 3) indicate a concentration
limit of 13 wt% Na2NiFe(CN)6, below which propagatingreactionswill not
occur.
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Oependence on Other Parameters

Measured propagation rates are shown in Figure 4 to Illustrate the
effects of initial temperature and initial pressure on the most concentrated
dried simulant (In Farm 1, bottom fraction). The propagation rates were shown
to be dependent upon test cylinder diameter up to 25 ,,,diameter. The

. propagation rate was dependent upon density of the test material. The
particle size of the test material was also thought to be significant with the
smaller particle sizes reacting at a greater rate; therefore, tests were

. conducted with very fine particle sizes similar to tank waste.

Reactt on Rechantsm

Analyses of solid and gas reaction products of dry In Farm 1, bottom-
fraction reaction tests help identify the actual chemical reactions occurring
when ferrocyanide reacts with nitrate/nitrite oxidant. Gases produced for a
test conducted with 49.7 g of dried In Farm 1, bottom-fraction stmulant loaded
in a test cylinder 25 mmin diameter by 80 mmlong at 1.26 sp gr at an initial
pressure of 10.2 atmospheres absolute and an initial test material temperature
of 61 °C In a 49-L containment vessel were sampled and analyzed. Results of
the sample analyses indicated 5.5 moles nitrogen per mole of ferrocyanide,
2.12 moles of carbon dioxide per mole of ferrocyanide, and 2.60 moles of
nitrogen oxide (NO) per mole of ferrocyanide were produced. Other similar
tests conducted at initial pressures of about 3 atmospheres indicated similar
gas reaction products. The solid reaction products were determined by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) to include NaFeOz as a major component and NaFeO3, Na_COx
(with and without one water of hydration), NaNOz, NaNO_, NaAIO2, and NaAl20_ as
minor components. The aluminum came from the igniter materiaT used to ignite
the dried test simulant. Inductively coupled plasma and X-ray fluorescence
results indicate that only very small amounts of nitrate (about 1.5 wt% of
original nitrate) and nitrite (about 2.4 wt% of original nitrite) remained in
the reaction products. The approximate overal] chemical reaction as
determined by reaction products is:

Na2NiFe(CN)6 + 6 NaNO3 + 2 NaNOz

0.7 NaFeOz + 3.8 NazCOz + Na20 + 0.3 Ni3Fe + 2.2 COz + 2.6 NO+ 5.6 N2.

The overall heat of reaction of the ferrocyanide-nitrate/nitrite reaction

at temperatures up to 620 °C_as_,,measured during a U Plant 2 slmulant" test
using 70 g of dried simulant to be -6.0 RJ/kg NazNiFe(CN)6 by measuring
waste temperature increases and using appropriate heat capacity accountinq for.'{6)

• constituents. A value of -6.1 MJ/kg Na2NiFe(CN)6 was measured from a test
on In Farm 1 simulant. This net energy-release appears consistent with

theoretical exothermic values reported by Burger for reactions g_)ing Nz and
COz as gas reaction products -9.5 and -11.7 MJ/kg of NazNiFe(CN)6 for

" reaction with nitrate and nitrite, respectively, and an endothermic value of
+2.0 MJ/kg of Na.NiFe(CN). when NO is produced along with Nz and CO2 from
reactionswith n_trate.(ay
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Aerosolreleaseswere determinedin similartestsusingdriedIn Farm I,
bottom-fractionsimulant. Sodiumand cesiumwere the majorcationspecies
releasedas aerosolfromreactionsof the driedsimulant. The fractionsof
cesiumreleasedfrom the testswere determinedto be 14 wt% for the 61 °C
initialtemperaturetest and 22 wt% for the 120 °C initialtemperaturetest.
Thesevalueswere determinedby summingthe following: (I) aerosolcollected

. on filterpapers,(2)depositionplatedon aluminumfoil lining(top,sides,
and bottom)of the reactionchamber,and (3)loosedepositsat the bottomof
the reactionchamberat the completionof the test. The percentages(61 and
72%) of the releasedcesiumwere collectedas aerosolon the filtersfrom
ventedgases. Fractionsof sodium,iron,and nickelreleasedvariedfrom
2.3 to 6.5%, 0.33 to 0.59%, and 0.45 to 0.80%, respectively, for the 60 °C and
the 120 °C initial temperature tests.

ANALYSISOF INITIAL FERROCYANIDETANKWASTESAMPLES

Tank waste vertical core sampleshave been obtained and analyzed from
tanks containing In Farm type waste (Tanks C-109 and C-112) and tanks
containing T Plant type waste (Tanks TY-101 and TY-103). (9"_2) Key results of
these analyses are listed in Table 4. These results suggest that the
ferrocyanide waste added to the tanks has mixed to someextent with other
waste (higher nickel-bearing waste in Tank C-109 and lower nickel-bearing
waste in Tanks C-112, TY-101, and TY-103. The ferrocyanide concentration of
the tank wastes is considerably lower than for the corresponding simulants.
The heats of reaction, as measuredby DSCfor the tank waste, is also
considerably less than the heats of reaction for the corresponding simulants.
This suggests that the ferrocyanide waste was diluted by mixing with other
waste, and ferrocyanide degradation by radiolysis or hydrolysis has occurred
over the 35 plus years of storage. Studies are currently under way to
evaluate the effects of radiolysis and possible hydrolysis in the presence of
high pH waste. (_'14)

Samplesfrom Tanks C-109, C-112, TY-101, and TY-103 indicate that the
free-water content of waste in these tanks is more than sufficient to preclude
the occurrence of a propagating reaction for ferrocyanide concentrations as
high as the most concentrated simulant. The nickel concentration of the waste
as comparedto the representative simulant is a general indicator of waste
type mixingand resultingdilutionof the ferrocyanide.

CONCLUSIONS

Simulants of ferrocyanide wastes have been characterized and evaluated
alongwith initialtankwastesamplesto aid in establishingsafetycriteria
for closureof the FerrocyanideUSQ and resolutionof safetyissuesrelatedto
the ferrocyanidewastestoredat the HanfordSite. Simulantswere preparedtoW

representthe threegeneraltypesof ferrocyanidewastestoredat the
HartfordSite and testedfor safetyconcerns. The simulants,as-prepared,were
shownto not supportpropagationreactionsthat couldspreadto surrounding

' waste. A safetyconcernwas identified,however,if the most concentrated
simulantswere allowedto be heatedto high temperatures.Propagating
reactionsat ratesup to 20 cm/minwere initiatedby applyingexternalheat to
dried In Farm simulants.Thesereactionsgeneratedtemperaturesin excessof
1,200°C and releasedgasesand aerosols. Experimentallimitsof nonpropa-
gationin bulk tankwastewere determinedto be a minimum14 wt% disodium
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Table 4. Key Safety Characteristics of FerrocwantdeWaste and Stmulants.
Heat of

Simulant Total reaction Free water
Nickel cyanide wt%as

Tank/waste type wt% dry J/g dry receivedwtP_dr)' waste
i i ii i . i i

4,

In Farm 2 4.26 10.2 -980 51

. Tank C-109/
]n Farmand
other waste 10.8 to 30.9 0.3 to 1.4 0 to -52 28.2 to 48.1

Tank C-112/
In Farm and
other waste 0.09 to 28.2 0.4 to 0.97 0 to -36 39.3 to 56.8

. i i ii i i II•

T Plant 1.82 4.04 -412 66.3

Tank TY-101/
T Plant and
other waste 0.51 0.339 -13.5 43.5

Tank TY-103/
T Plant and
other waste O.41 to O.53 O.243 -140 52.0

i i, , ,, ill . i

mononlckel ferrocyanide with zero free water. A minimummoisture content of
12 wt_ was neededto prevent propagating reactions for the moreconcentrated
In Farm simulant with 25.6 wt%dtsodium mononickel ferrocyanide.

Additional tank waste sampling and analys|s are under way (starting with
Tanks C-108 and C-111) to establish the expected low concentrations of
ferrocy_nide in the actual tank waste. Hotsture retention studies with
simulants are continuing to ensure that the moisture content of the waste is
great enoughto preclude uncontrolled ferrocyanide reactions for two In Farm
waste tanks (C-108 and C-111). Results of these ongoing studies are expected
to support the classification of the ferrocyanide waste into the "safe"
category.
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Ftgure 1._ Schematic of Typtcal Ferrocyantde Single-Shell Tank With Waste.
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Ftgure 2. Schematicof Propagat|onandAerosolTest Equipment.
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Ftgure 3. Experimental Propagat|on Ltmtts as Functions of
Ferrocyantde Concentration, Water Concentration, and

Sol|d Dtluent Concentration.
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